POWER LAYERS: Dreaming up settings for our annual Power 31 list can be a lot of
fun, from evoking a classic album cover (2008), to soaring with astronauts (2007)
and envisioning a changing of the guard (2010).

ART
AND
SOUL
E
levating Country Aircheck
from the gray wall of type
that characterized trade
publications including Radio &
Records meant an emphasis on
art. While Art Director Jerry
Holthouse might say the editorial
team is still pushing copy-heavy
layouts, the publication’s reliance
on Brad Walker’s illustrations is
a major step forward. Here are
some of the best.

LOOKING OUT FOR A HERO:
For a compendium of crazy road trip
stories (June 2008), we featured Bob
Reeves, Bill Heltemes, Skip Bishop, John
Sigler and Karen Fairchild.
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FAMILY TRADITION: Our 2011 nod to the plethora
of artists hailing from Georgia had more than a
few of its subjects request a print of their own.

KIDS IN THE HALL:
Full-page features
on each year’s
Country Radio Hall
of Fame inductees
are graced with
an illustrative take
on each honoree’s
headshot,
like this one of the
late Lee Rogers.

GOING BANANAS:
For the September 2014 “Guerrilla Radio” story
on radio stations’ competitive hijinks. Note US-FM
monkeying around in the studios of THEM-FM.

TRIPLE THREATS: “People Leaving People,” our
top story of the year in the December 2014 issue,
focused on departures: Taylor Swift from country, George Strait from touring and Garth Brooks
from retirement.

Audio Visual

BOX CARD: For a 2012 story on Top 40 programmers
joining the format titled “Country Goes The Pop PD.”

Interacting with professional illustrator
Brad Walker is a testament to the modern
workplace. After 10 years of collaboration on
dozens of illustrations, his first phone conversation with a member of Country Aircheck’s
staff came with the interview for this story.
“Back in the day everything was FedEx and fax
machines,” he says. “Now it’s email.”
Walker grew up and lives near Canada
in Washington State and learned his trade
at ArtCenter College of Design in Pasadena.
Starting out as an illustrator for magazines
meant moving to Connecticut. “Everything was
in New York so I moved east for three years,”
he says. “With email I was able to come back
to my stomping grounds.”
Also coming full circle are his tools. “Mostly
what’s changed is the medium,” he says. “I

started out doing oil paintings. I’d fax hand
drawn sketches to clients, make revisions and
start putting paint on a board. After a couple
days, FedEx would come for it. Now everything is on computer, but as you can see from
the photo, I’m getting back to painting.”
Clients have included Field & Stream,
Hasbro, movies including The Green Lantern
and “every golf and ski magazine there is.”
He’s even done the truck wrap designs for the
vehicle that transports the national Christmas
tree. Country work came from now-defunct
publications Country Music and Country Weekly, the latter being how he first worked with
Country Aircheck Art Director Jerry Holthouse.
He’s even been listening to country music.
“Early on I didn’t,” he admits. “I remember
doing an illustration of Brad Paisley and having no idea what he looked like.”
See more of Walker’s work atbradwalkerillustration.com and bradwalker.net.
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